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ABSTRACT
Cross sections for the charged current interactions of ultrahigh energy neutrinos with nucleons are evaluated in light of recent improvements in our knowledge of nucleon structure functions.
For lOL9 eV
neutrinos, the cross section is an order of magnitude larger than the values traditionally used in astrophysical calculations. Some consequences
for event rates from generic astrophysical neutrino sources are noted.
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There is great interest in the search for ultrahigh-energy

(UHE: 21 TeV) astro-

physical neutrinos

associated with T-ray point sources like Cygnus X-3l or for the
isotropic (- lo9 GeV) neutrino flux producedsJ in the interactions of extragalactic
cosmic rays with the microwave background.
Predictions of the neutrino-induced
signal in specific detectors depend upon the assumed neutrino flux and the chargedcurrent cross section. To the extent that uncertainties in the standard-model
cross
section can be controlled, future experiments can probe the environments of UHE
neutrino production. In this Letter we report a new evaluation of the UHE neutrinonucleon cross section and examine its consequences for the observational study of
cosmic neutrinos.
It is straightforward

to calculate the inclusive cross section for the reaction
v,N

in the renormalization
is written

-+ p- + anything

group-improved

(1)

parton model. The differential

in terms of the scaling variables z = Q2/2Mu
[h

cross section

and y = u/E"

Q’) + 41 - ~)‘a(~, Q’)]

as
,

(2)

where -9’ is the invariant momentum transfer between the incident neutrino and
outgoing muon, Y = (E,-E,,)
is the energy loss in the lab (target) frame, M and I&
are the nucleon and intermediate
is the Fermi constant.

boson masses, and GF = 1.16632 x 10-s GeV-r

The quark distribution

functions

are

42, Q*)

=

d&,

Q’) + d.(z, Q’) + sn(z, Q2) + b,(z, Q’)

Ub,Q’)

=

+,

Q*) + c.b, Q*) + ts(z, Q’),

where the subscripts v and s label valence and sea contributions,
denote quark flavors.
At low energies (E, <

Mf,,/2M)

and in the parton-model

(3)
and u, d, c, s, t, b
idealization

that

quark distributions are independent of Qs, the differential and total cross sections
are proportionai to the neutrino energy. Up to energies E, - 100 GeV, the familiar
manifestation of the QCD-evolution
of the parton distributions
is to decrease the
valence component, and so to decrease the total cross section. At still higher energies, the gauge boson propagator restricts Q* = 2ME,zy to values .SM,$, and so
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limits the effective interval in z to the region zSM$/2ME,.
damping is to further

diminish

The first effect of this

the cross section below the point-coupling,

parton

model approximation.
Andreev, Berezinsky, and Smirnov4 have pointed out that
the growth with increasing Q2 of parton distributions at small z enhances the cross
section. Using the parton distributions then available, Andreev, et al. found neutrino cross sections 2-3 times larger than the scaling prediction, for E, = 10’ GeV.
Knowledge of the quark distribution

functions

has advanced markedly over the

seven years since the publication of Ref. 4. For applications to high-energy collider
physics, the QCD-evolution of the quark distributions has been studied5 for lo-’ <
z < 1 over the range 5 GeV*

< Qr < 10s GeV*.

The resulting

distributions,

which include the perturbatively
induced heavy flavors, make possible an improved
estimate of the neutrino cross section. This is made timely by the appearance of
increasingly capable detectors for cosmic neutrinos.
For neutrino

energies up to about 10s GeV, the EHLQ5 parton

distributions

contain all the information required to evaluate the neutrino cross sections. At
higher energies the effect of the intermediate boson propagator is to emphasize
contributions
distributions.6

from the region z < lo-‘,

outside the range of validity

of the EHLQ

For such small values of z, the behavior of the parton distributions

at values of Q’” large compared to the QCD scale can be calculated, as described in
detail by Gribov, Levin, and Ryskin.’ The double logarithmic approximation (DLA)
is used to sum the “most leading” contributions
to parton distribution
functions.
For Qr u AI&, the DLA solution should be trustworthy
so long as z > 10-s.
The combination of the DLA parametrization
with the EHLQ quark distributions
thus covers the full range of z and Q* relevant to the UHE vN cross section for
astrophysical

applications.

In utilizing

the DLA form we follow the suggestion of

McKay and Ralstons who based upon it an analytic estimate of the UHE neutrino
cross section. The comparison between our methods and results will be given below.
The caiculations we report employ Set 2 of the EHLQ structure functions for z >
lo-‘. We thus include the full Qr-evolution of the parton distribution functions for
both sea and valence quarks. For smaller values of z (which contribute significantly
only for neutrino energies in excess of 10s GeV) we use the DLA expression of

-3-
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Gribov, Levin, and Ryskin’:
(4)
where

((Q’)

=

log log $

Here N = 3 is the number of colors and bo = (11N - 2n,)/3
this application,

5).

For the EHLQ

the QCD scale parameter

is

Th e small-z extrapolations of the
functions are normalized so that for zs = lo-‘, we have z,,q,(zg, QZ)DLA =

A = 290 MeV and &, = [(Qi)
structure

distributions,

for n, flavors (for

= ((5 GeV*).

C. Numerical
w&n,,
Q2JEHLQ. This fixes the normalization
carried out using the adaptive Monte Carlo routine VEGAS.9
We show in Fig. 1 the contributions

to the neutrino-nucleon

integrations

were

total cross section

(divided by EY) from valence quarks and from the various species of sea quarks and
antiquarks. The valence component is significant for E,<106 GeV. The contribution from top (anti)quarks, taken to have mass rnt = 30 GeV/cr, is negligible at all
energies considered. The near-equality of the charm and bottom components occurs
because at low and intermediate
contribute

with weight

energies the more numerous charmed antiquarks

i, whereas the bottom

quarks contribute

with weight

1.

The cross sections calculated using the EHLQ structure functions alone (without
the DLA piece at small z) are indistinguishable
from these up to 10s GeV. By
10” GeV, however, the EHLQ cross section falls about a factor of two below the
result presented here, because the EHLQ distributions

do not increase for z < lo-‘.

Our results for the neutrino and antineutrino total cross sections are compared
with earlier work in Fig. 2. At low energies, where the valence contribution
is
dominant, the familiar difference between o(vN) and o(cN) appears. At high energies, where neutrino and antineutrino cross sections become equal, our result is
considerably larger than cross sections used in earlier astrophysical investigations.
At 10”’ GeV, the cross section is a factor of seven larger than the parametrization
of the Andreev, et al. result used by Kolb and collaborators. is The parametrization
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used by Gaisser and Stanevr’
and lo5 GeV) important
at higher energies.

is close to our result at the energies (between 10’

for their application

The calculation

to a point source, but falls far below

by McKay

and Ralston yields a cross section

similar to ours above lo6 GeV. With several simplifying assumptions, those authors
calculated analytically the neutrino-nucleon
total cross section using the DLA distributions.

Except in the intermediate

boson propagator,

they set Qr = M$ and ne-

glected the y-dependence of the differential cross section. Only sea quark contributions were included, in the approximation
us(z) = d,(z) = s,(z) = 2c,(z) = 2&(z).
The DLA expression was normalized

to the EHLQ structure

functions

at z = lo-’

and Qr = Mrw, and then employed at all contributing values of z. The net effect
of our refinements is to reduce the cross section at 10”’ GeV by about 30% below McKay

and Ralston’s

contribution

has a dramatic

estimate.

At low energies, our inclusion

of the valence

effect.

scattering is
The differential cross section (l/E,)do/dy
f or neutrino-nucleon
shown in Fig. 3(a). The peaking of the cross section near y = 0, which becomes
increasingly prominent with increasing neutrino energy, is a direct consequence of
the cutoff in Qr enforced by the W-propagator.
of the quark distributions
non-negligible

However, because of the growth

at small values of z for large Qr, the cross section is

at finite values of y. Accordingly,

the mean inelasticity

(y) does not

decrease rapidly as the energy increases. This parameter is shown for both neutrinos and antineutrinos in Fig. 3(b). Again, the contribution of the DLA piece of the
parton distributions is important only for E, > 10s GeV.
Let us now briefly consider the implications of these new results for neutrino
astrophysics. Protons emitted and accelerated by the compact object in a binary
stellar system interact with matter in the companion star, producing
of UHE neutrinos with a power-law differential spectrum’r

a point source

dNv
= NE;-‘,
dEv
with spectral index 7. It has been suggested i”,“~i3 that these neutrinos

could be

observed in large underground detectors. The event rate in a detector of area A is
dominated by muons produced in the rock surrounding the detector, provided that

-j-
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7 < 3.‘O The rate of muons with E, > cE, is given by
r = A

/

dEvP,(Ev)E,

dNv

where
P,(E,)

=

NAO(E,)(R)E,

(*I

is the probability that a neutrino passing on a detector trajectory creates a muon
in the rock which traverses the detector. Here NA is Avogadro’s number and

WE. = -& Y /ol-‘dydu;f”’ R (Ev(1- Y)),
where R(E,) is the range of a muon in water-equivalent
from the energy-loss relation
- dE,/dz
Here a(E,)

represents ionization

= a(E,)

distance, which follows

+ b(E,)E,.

losses and b(E,)

(10)

the energy losses from photonu-

clear processes, Bremsstrahlung, and pair-production.
Using the prescription of
Bezrukov and Bugaev i’ for the energy-loss coefficients, we have calculated the probability P,,(E,)

for muons with E,, > 100 GeV using our new values for the neutrino-

nucleon (differential)

cross section.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4 together with
the earlier calculations of Gaisser and Stanev,‘s who calculated the muon flux using
similar energy-loss coefficients but used parton-model structure functions without
scaling violations, The two curves agree up to about lo5 GeV. Above that energy
the QCD-enhancement
of the UN cross section increases our prediction relative to
that of Gaisser and Stanev. For a point source of UHE neutrinos with spectral
index -y = 2 we find that nearly 70% of the underground muon flux comes from
IO3 GeV < E, < lo6 GeV, so that the rate is changed only by lo-20% by the
new evaluation of I.
For flatter neutrino spectra the enhanced probability to
produce observable muons will be of greater importance. The calculation of Kolb,
et al.” shown in Fig. 4 approximates
a cut on Ep.

da/dy by a(E,)6(y

- i) and does not include

We have also considered the effect of the new cross section estimates
apply equally for the charged-current
interactions of electron neutrinos)
flux of upward-going

air showers produced

by a UHE neutrino

backgr

(v.’
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isotropic background characterized by a power-law spectrum with spectral index
7 c- 3 is expected3J6 as a consequence of cosmic ray interactions with the microwave
background. Berezinsky and Zatsepin2 and Hill and coworkers3 have analyzed the
possibility of using an air shower array like the Fly’s Eye’r to detect the upwardgoing air shower initiated by a neutrino interacting in the earth, within a few
hundred meters of the surface. The rate at which events are seen by a detector
of effective area A.a(E,)

can be written

as

I- = IdE,A.a(E.)P.(E,)IdRS(E,,n)~.

In this case, Pe(E,) is the probability
in the earth and produces a detectable
P,(E,)

Y

that an incoming electron neutrino

interacts

shower,

= N&?L)LLPM(Ev)~

where LLPM(.??“) = (40 cm.w.e.)

(1 - (y(EY)))(Ey/62
TeV) is the enhanced length
a UHE electron can travel in earth because of the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
effect.‘s The factor S(E,, D) = exp [-2ReNA cos Bu(&)], where the radius of the
earth is R, = 1.7 x log cm.w.e. and 13is the angle from the detector’s zenith, accounts
for the shadowing of UHE neutrinos
above the horizon yields a factor
us, E ~(E,)/lo-~’
cm* and AB
which limits the observer’s ability
at grazing incidence from those
above the horizon.

by the earth. Integration

[10x/u3,] [exp(-0.ZA8us1)

over the solid angle

- exp(-0.20sl)],

where

represents the angular resolution of the detector
to distinguish air showers produced by neutrinos
produced by neutrinos incident from within A0

Following

Hill, et u!.,~ we calculate the rate (11) corresponding to neutrino energies in the interval 5 x lo* GeV < E, i 10” GeV, and A0 = 0.1 rad. The
larger value of the UN cross section found in this investigation for E, - lo9 GeV
increases the opacity of the earth to UHE neutrinos. Although the total rate of
neutrinoinduced
air showers actually increases, the observable event rate decreases
by a factor of 2 compared to the estimate of Ref. 3 as the upward-going air showers
are forced into the cone within A0 of the horizon. For example, the rate of upwardgoing air showers assuming a bright phase epoch at redshift r = 7 is about one per
year for a detector with an effective area of 100 km*, like the Fly’s Eye.
We thank C. T. Hill and D. W. McKay for stimulating

discussions throughout
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FIGURE

Figure 1:

CAPTIONS

Components

of the neutrino-nucleon

the neutrino

energy.

total cross section as functions

of

Figure 2:

Comparison of UHE neutrino
earlier work.

Figure 3:

(a) Differential cross section for vN scattering for neutrino energies
between 10’ and 1O’O GeV. (b) Mean inelasticity for charged current
interactions as a function of incident neutrino energy.

Figure 4:

Probability that a neutrino passing on a detector trajectory creates a
muon that traverses an underground detector, versus neutrino energy.
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